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Statles Rorbus is a rorbu complex located in a picturesque setting, offering 

an authentic experience in the Lofoten Islands in Norway. These rorbus, 

traditional fishermen's cabins, are comfortable, tastefully decorated, and 

situated by the water's edge. Each rorbu provides a warm atmosphere, 

stunning views of the surrounding landscapes, and modern amenities. With 

a special focus on detail, Statles Rorbus offers visitors a tranquil getaway, 

highlighting the natural beauty and maritime history of the region. 
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Accommodation 
 
The fully equipped rorbuer, both large and small, are scattered throughout a small 

fishing village. By renting a rorbu in the port of Mortsund, you can unwind in an 

environment defined by saltwater, wood, dried cod, and ever-changing lights. 

The larger rorbuer have 3 bedrooms with a total of 6 twin beds, and in most 

rorbuer, the bedrooms have private bathrooms. Additionally, the rorbuer feature 

a living room with a kitchenette. 

Out of consideration for other guests, no pets are allowed in the rorbuer. 

 
Options : 

 

Category 4 Rorbu  

 

Located on an island called Mortsundholmen, these rorbuer are highly appreciated by 

couples. 

They comprise a bedroom, a bathroom with a shower, and a cozy living room with a 

kitchenette. 

As a special treat, you'll find a private patio overlooking the inner harbor of Mortsund.  

 

Size: 40 m²  

Beds: Twin beds 

 

Superior Apartment  

 

Looking to elevate your experience? Then the tranquil Superior Apartments might be the 

right choice. 

Ideally situated in a renovated old fish factory, these open and spacious studios offer high-

quality living combined with sensational balconies that stretch over the harbor.  

 

Size: 55 m²  

Beds: Twin beds 

 

Category 2 Rorbu  

 

Are you coming with family or traveling with close friends? Then the traditional Category 

2 rorbuer are exactly what you need: they provide two bedrooms, a shared bathroom, and 

a large living room with a kitchenette.  
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The rorbuer are located at the dock where you can fish at your doorstep and enjoy your 

self-caught dinner at one of the picnic tables. 

 

Size: 55 m²  

Beds: 2 Twin beds 

 

Category 2+ Rorbu 

 

The rorbuer in this category offer the same amenities as described above, albeit in a 

modern version.  

The bedrooms are more spacious. Most importantly, these rorbuer come with a sensational 

balcony facing the inner Mortsund harbor or the Vestfjord.  

 

Size: 50 m²  

Beds: 2 Twin beds 

 

Category 3 Rorbu 

 

There is a marvel many come back for, our sole rorbu of this type.  

Ideal for families with children, it offers three bedrooms, one of which has a bunk bed. 

Spread out on two levels, you find an additional washroom and a cozy living room with 

kitchenette upstairs, offering a unique view over the inner harbor.  

 

Size: 65 m²  

Beds: 2 Twin beds, 1 bunk bed 

 

Category A Rorbu 

 

You wish for more privacy within your travel party of up to four people? Then we can offer 

our Category A rorbuer, which entail two bedrooms equipped with private bathrooms and 

a large living room area complete with a kitchenette.  

The living rooms offer a view to the Vestfjord.  

 

Size: 70 m²  

Beds: 2 Twin beds 

 

Category A+ Rorbu 

 

If you wish to add a patio to your rorbu, the A+ category is recommended.  

The iconic rorbuer are mainly located on the inner port of Mortsund, and their balconies 

offer a fantastic view along the Lofoten wall towards Å.  

One rorbu in this category is located on the Vestfjord and is equipped with a large patio. 

 

Size: 70 m²  

Beds: 2 Twin beds 

 

Category B Rorbu 

 

If your group is larger than four people, the B category is recommended.  

The traditional rorbuer of this type offer three bedrooms with private bathrooms. Some of 

the rorbuer have a balcony attached to the spacious living area and kitchenette. Lots of 

space to cook and eat together!  

 

Size: 85 m²  

Beds: 3 Twin beds 
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Category C Rorbu  

 

You prefer a more modern rorbu offering privacy and an exclusive Vestfjord view? Then 

your perfect choice is one of our Category C rorbuer, offering three very comfortable 

bedrooms with en suite bathrooms.  

Their spacious living room area with fireplace and modern kitchenette spectacularly opens 

to a balcony overlooking the fjord.  

 

Size: 85 m²  

Beds: 3 Twin beds 

Dining 

The restaurant is named Marmælen. According to the tradition of northern Norway, 

the Marmæl (from Old Norwegian "marmennil," a compound of "mar" = "sea" and 

"mannil" = "little man") is a small, human-like creature living in the ocean. 

The "marmennil" is said to be naked and shivering cold when caught, and any wise 

fisherman would clothe it with woolen mittens or the like before releasing it. A 

well-treated Marmæl would later reward the fisherman by providing advice on 

where to fish or avoid bad weather. It is evident why this little spirit would be held 

in high regard! For them, the name evokes their fishing-related past. 

In the restaurant, they can accommodate up to 150 people. During the summer 

season, breakfast and dinner are served. If you wish to book for a family 

celebration, they can offer separate sections of the restaurant based on the size 

of your group. 

 

The period is from January 10th to December 10th, 2024 

 

The prices per person per night in euros  

In 2-bedroom rorbu without balcony, cat. 2 

 

Our rates include: 

• Overnight stay 

• Breakfast 

• Bed linens, towels, and end-of-stay cleaning 

 

 


